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Abstract. Cubicity of a graph G is the smallest dimension d, for which
G is a unit disc graph in Rd, under the l∞ metric, i.e. G can be rep-
resented as an intersection graph of d-dimensional (axis-parallel) unit
hypercubes. We call such an intersection representation a d-dimensional
cube representation of G. Computing cubicity is known to be inapprox-
imable in polynomial time, within an O(n1−ǫ) factor for any ǫ > 0, unless
NP = ZPP.
In this paper, we present a randomized algorithm that runs in poly-
nomial time and computes cube representations of trees, of dimension
within a constant factor of the optimum. It is also shown that the cubic-
ity of trees can be approximated within a constant factor in deterministic
polynomial time, if the cube representation is not required to be com-
puted. As far as we know, this is the first constant factor approximation
algorithm for computing the cubicity of trees. It is not yet clear whether
computing the cubicity of trees is NP-hard or not.
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1 Introduction
Cubicity of a graphG, denoted by cub(G) is the smallest dimension d such that G
can be represented as an intersection graph of d-dimensional (axis-parallel) unit
hypercubes. In other words, cub(G) is the smallest dimension d for which G is a
unit disc graph in Rd, under the l∞ metric. It is not difficult to see that, cub(G)
is the smallest integer d such that G can be represented as the intersection
of d unit interval graphs on the same vertex set V (G); i.e E(G) = E(I1) ∩
E(I2) ∩ · · · ∩ E(Id), where I1, I2, . . . , Id are unit interval graphs with V (Ii) =
V (G), for 1 ≤ i ≤ d [10]. If we relax the requirement of unit interval graphs
to interval graphs, the corresponding parameter is called boxicity. Equivalently,
graphs of boxicity at most d are the intersection graphs of d-dimensional axis
parallel boxes. These parameters were introduced by F. S. Roberts [10] in 1968
for studying some problems in Ecology. It is easy to see that box(G) ≤ cub(G).
Boxicity (resp. cubicity) of a graph on n vertices is at most
⌊
n
2
⌋
(resp.
⌈
2n
3
⌉
)
2[10]. By convention, cubicity and boxicity of a complete graph are zero. It follows
from the definitions that cub(G) ≤ 1, if and only if G is a unit interval graph and
box(G) ≤ 1, if and only if G is an interval graph. It is also known that planar
graphs have boxicity at most three and tress have boxicity at most two [12,11].
Since unit interval graphs are polynomial time recognizable, whether cub(G)
≤ 1 is polynomial time decidable. However, deciding whether a graph has cubic-
ity at most k is NP-hard, even for k = 2 and k = 3 [13,4]. Chalermsook et al. [5]
showed that boxicity and cubicity problems are inapproximable in polynomial
time, within an O(n1−ǫ) factor for any ǫ > 0, unless NP = ZPP. This hardness
result holds for graph classes like bipartite, co-bipartite, and split graphs as well.
There are not many approximation algorithms known to exist for these
problems, even for special classes of graphs. As far as we know, an o(n) factor
approximation algorithm for computing the cubicity of general graphs [2] and
a constant factor approximation algorithm with an extra additive error of logn
for computing the cubicity of circular arc graphs [1] are the only non-trivial
approximation algorithms known for the cubicity problem.
In this paper, we present a randomized algorithm that runs in polynomial
time, for computing cube representations of trees. Our algorithm computes cube
representations of trees of dimension within a constant factor of the optimum. If
we do not require a corresponding cube representation, then the cubicity of trees
can be approximated within a constant factor in polynomial time, without using
any randomization. The algorithm presented here seems to be the first constant
factor approximation algorithm for computing the cubicity of trees. It is not yet
clear whether computing the cubicity of trees is NP-hard or not.
Our randomized procedure borrows its ideas from the randomized algo-
rithm devised by Krauthgamer et al. [8], for approximating the intrinsic dimen-
sionality of trees. This parameter is fundamentally different and is incomparable
with cubicity in general (See Appendix for a detailed comparison between the
two parameters). However, it comes as a surprise that their proof technique works
more or less the same way for cubicity of trees, with some problem specific modi-
fications to handle the details and the base cases. This is more surprising because
Krauthgamer et al. [8] devised an O(log logn) factor approximation for intrin-
sic dimensionality of general graphs, by extending the proof techniques used
for trees whereas cubicity for general graphs is inapproximable within O(n1−ǫ)
factor for any ǫ > 0, unless NP=ZPP.
2 Preliminaries
In this paper, we are dealing with only finite graphs, without self loops or multi
edges. Unless specified otherwise, logarithms are taken to the base 2. A unit
hypercube in Rd is a hypercube whose sides are of unit length in the usual
Euclidean metric, i.e it is a disc in Rd of radius 12 under the l
∞ metric. We use
‖‖∞ to denote the l∞ norm. We consider our tress as rooted trees in which the
root vertex is considered to be at depth zero and for any other vertex, its depth
is given by its distance from the root. For any two vertices u and v of a tree T ,
3the least common ancestor of u and v is the vertex with the minimum depth on
the path between u and v in T . If u, v are two vertices in a graph G, we use
duv(G) to denote the distance between u and v in G and when it clear which
graph we are talking out, we just use duv.
2.1 Cube representations, embeddings and weight-vector
assignments to edges
Let G be a graph and suppose f : V (G) 7→ Rd is such that ‖f(v)− f(u)‖∞ ≤ 1
if and only if u and v are adjacent in G. If we consider unit hypercube corre-
sponding to a vertex v as the unit hypercube centered at f(v), then it is easy
to see that the hypercubes corresponding to u and v intersect if and only if
‖f(v) − f(u)‖∞ ≤ 1. Conversely, given a cube representation of G in d dimen-
sions, for any v ∈ V (G) we can define f(v) as the vector corresponding to the
center of the hypercube associated with v. Since we derived f from a cube rep-
resentation of G, it follows from the definition that ‖f(v) − f(u)‖∞ ≤ 1 if and
only if u and v are adjacent in G. Thus, cubicity of a graph G is also the min-
imum dimension d such that there exist a function f : V (G) 7→ Rd such that
‖f(v)− f(u)‖∞ ≤ 1 if and only if u and v are adjacent in G.
Now we will turn our attention to the special case of trees and show
that there is a correspondence between the maps from V (T ) to Rd as discussed
above, and weight-vector assignments to edges E(T ) 7→ [−1, 1]d with some nice
properties. Let r denote an arbitrarily chosen root vertex of T and let h be the
height of the rooted tree T . Suppose we have a weight-vector assignment W :
E(T ) 7→ [−1, 1]d. For any vertex v 6= r, let SW (v) be the sum of weight-vectors
of edges along the path in T from r to v, under the weight-vector assignment W
and let SW (r) be the zero vector. Note that if u and v are adjacent in T , then
‖SW (u)− SW (v)‖∞ ≤ 1.
Definition 1. Let W be a weight-vector assignment such that W : E(T ) 7→
[−1, 1]d and SW be defined with respect to W , as above. We say that W is a
separating weight-vector assignment for a pair u, v of non-adjacent vertices of
T , if ‖SW (u)− SW (v)‖∞ > 1.
If W : E(T ) 7→ [−1, 1]d is a separating weight-vector assignment for every pair
u, v of non-adjacent vertices of T , then the function f : V (T ) 7→ Rd defined as
f(v) = SW (v) corresponds to a d-dimensional cube representation of T .
Conversely, given f : V (T ) 7→ Rd such that ‖f(v) − f(u)‖∞ ≤ 1 if and
only if u and v are adjacent in G, we can also get a corresponding weight-vector
assignment W : E(T ) 7→ [−1, 1]d such that ‖SW (u)− SW (v)‖∞ > 1, if and only
if u and v are non-adjacent. If uv ∈ E(T ) such that u is the child vertex of v, then
define W (uv) = f(u)−f(v), which will be a vector belonging to [−1,+1]d. From
this, it is immediate that whenever u and v are adjacent, ‖SW (u)−SW (v)‖∞ ≤ 1.
If u and v are non-adjacent vertices, we had ‖f(u) − f(v)‖∞ > 1. Suppose a
is the least common ancestor of u and v in T and u = v0, v1, v2, . . . , vj−1, a =
vj , vj+1, vk, vk+1 = v is the path in T between u and v. Since the path from
vj = a to the root vertex is common to both the path from u to r and v
4to r, it is easy to see that SW (u) − SW (v) = W (v0, v1) + W (v1, v2) + · · · +
W (vj−1, vj) −W (vj , vj+1) − · · · −W (vk, v). Therefore, ‖SW (u) − SW (v)‖∞ =
‖W (u, v1)+W (v1, v2)+ · · ·+W (vj−1, vj)−W (vj, vj+1)−· · ·−W (vk, v)‖∞. Since
for any edge (vi, vi+1) in the uv path W (vi, vi+1) = f(vi)− f(vi+1), the RHS is
equal to ‖f(u)− f(v)‖∞ > 1. We note down the following simple property, since
it is used in later parts of the paper as well.
Property 1. Let T be a tree and W : E(T ) 7→ [−1, 1]d and for any vertex
v, let SW (v) be the sum of weight-vectors on the edges along the path in
T from the root of t to v, under the weight-vector assignment W . Suppose
u = v0, v1, v2, . . . , vk, vk+1 = v is the path in T between u and v. Then,
SW (u)−SW (v) =W (u, v1)+W (v1, v2)+ · · ·+W (vj−1, vj)−W (vj , vj+1)−· · ·−
W (vk−1, vk)−W (vk, v), where vj is the least common ancestor of u and v in T .
Our discussion is summarized below:
Lemma 1. Given a cube representations of T of dimension d, in polynomial
time we can compute weight-vector assignment W : E(T ) 7→ [−1, 1]d that is a
separating weight-vector assignment for every pair of non-adjacent vertices u and
v of T . Conversely, given weight-vector assignment W : E(T ) 7→ [−1, 1]d that
is a separating weight-vector assignment for every pair of non-adjacent vertices
u and v of T , then in polynomial time, we can obtain a d-dimensional cube
representation of T .
2.2 Bounds for cubicity
In this section we discuss some lower bounds and upper bounds for cubicity of
tress and combine them to obtain cube representations of small dimension for
trees having relatively small height. The following is a well known lower bound
for the cubicity of general graphs.
Lemma 2 ([7]). If G is a graph of diameter d > 0, on n vertices, then cub(G) ≥⌈
logα(G)
log(d+1)
⌉
, where α(G) is the cardinality of a maximum independent set in G.
Proof. Suppose cub(G) = k. This means that G can be represented as the in-
tersection graph of axis parallel hypercubes in k dimensions. This cube repre-
sentation, when projected to the k fundamental directions, give k unit interval
supergraphs of G, say I1, I2, . . . , Ik. Clearly, each Ii, 1 ≤ i ≤ k has diameter at
most d and in any interval representation of Ii, the distance between the left end
point of the left most unit interval and the right end point of the rightmost unit
interval is at most d+1. This implies that the total volume occupied by the cube
representation, in the k-dimensional Euclidean space is at most (d+1)k. But we
know that there are α(G) vertices such that unit volume hypercubes correspond-
ing to no two of them share a common point. Therefore, the volume occupied by
the cube representation is at least α(G) units. Thus we have, (d + 1)k ≥ α(G).
⊓⊔
5Definition 2. Let G be a graph of diameter d and for each 1 ≤ r ≤ d and
v ∈ V (T ), let Bv,r represent the set of vertices in G, which are at a distance at
most r from v. Then, we define ρ(G) = max
v∈V,1≤r≤d
log
|Bv,r |
2
log (2r + 1)
.
The following lemma is a direct consequence of the above definition.
Lemma 3. For any v ∈ V (G) and 1 ≤ r ≤ diameter(G), |Bv,r| ≤ 2(2r+1)ρ(G).
Theorem 1. For any tree T , cub(T ) ≥ ⌈ρ(T )⌉.
Proof. This directly follows from Lemma 2, because the subtree of T induced on
Bv,r has an independent set of size at least
|Bv,r |
2 and diameter at most 2r. ⊓⊔
Remark 1. It should be noted that it is only in the case of trees that the pa-
rameter ρ is a lower bound for cubicity. In the case of general graphs, this is not
applicable. An easy counter example would be the case of cliques.
Lemma 4. For any tree T on n vertices, cub(T ) ≤ 1 + ⌈log n⌉ and a cube
representation of T of dimension 1 + ⌈logn⌉ can be constructed in polynomial
time.
Proof. Shah [11] describes a polynomial time algorithm for constructing two
interval supergraphs I1 and I2 of T such that V (T ) = V (I1) = V (I2), I1 is a unit
interval graph and E(T ) = E(I1) ∩ E(I2). Since we also know that any interval
graph has ⌈logn⌉-dimensional cube representation and in polynomial time we
can construct ⌈logn⌉ unit interval graphs on the same vertex set V (T ) = V (I2)
such that the intersection of their edge sets is E(I2) [6]. From this, the statement
follows. ⊓⊔
Lemma 5. Let T be a tree with cub(T ) ≥ 2 and Ti be a subtree of T of height
at most 22
4
. Then, a cube representation of Ti of dimension ⌈c × ρ(T )⌉ + 2 ≤
(c+1)×cub(T ) or more can be constructed in polynomial time, where c = 22.77.
Proof. If cub(T ) ≤ 1, T should be path; otherwise, it has an induced star on
four vertices, denoted as K1,3, which forces cub(T ) ≥ 2 [6]. Since we assumed
that cub(T ) ≥ 2, T contains an induced K1,3 and therefore, ⌈ρ(T )⌉ ≥ 1. If
cub(Ti) ≥ 2, by Lemma 3, |V (Ti)| ≤ 2(217 + 1)ρ(T ). By Lemma 4, a cube
representation of T of dimension d ≤ 2+ ⌈ρ(T ) log(217 + 1)⌉ can be constructed
in polynomial time.
After getting a cube representation of Ti in a lower dimension d1, it is a
trivial job to extend it to a higher dimension d2. Consider the cube representation
as a mapping f : V (T ) 7→ Rd1 , as described in Section 2.1 and for each v ∈ V (T ),
append the vector f(v) with d2 − d1 additional coordinates each of whose value
is zero. By Lemma 1, the statement follows. ⊓⊔
63 Constructing the cube representation
Only cliques have cubicity zero. If a tree has a vertex of degree three, its cubicity
is greater than one, since it has an induced K1,3 [6]. Therefore, a tree of cubicity
one can be only a path, whose unit interval representation is easy to construct.
Hence, for the remaining parts of this paper, we assume that cub(T ) ≥ 2. This
also means that n ≥ 4 and ⌈ρ(T )⌉ ≥ 1.
In the previous section, we saw that for a tree T , ⌈ρ(T )⌉ is a lower bound
for cub(T ). Since ρ(T ) can be computed in polynomial time by its definition,
if we can show the existence of a constant c such that cub(T ) ≤ c⌈ρ(T )⌉ for
any tree T , then c⌈ρ(T )⌉ will serve as a polynomial time computable c factor
approximation for cub(T ). The existence and determination of such a constant
is proved using probabilistic arguments and the techniques we describe below
are essentially derived from the techniques used in Krauthgamer et al. [8]. The
method also gives a randomized algorithm to compute the corresponding cube
representation.
3.1 A recursive decomposition of trees
We first define a recursive decomposition of the rooted tree T into rooted sub-
trees.
Let h denote the height of the tree T . Let k = ⌈log log h⌉ and Γ = 22k .
Clearly,
√
Γ = 22
k−1
< h ≤ 22k = Γ . For each 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, let hi = Γ
1
2i .
Thus, h0 = Γ and hi+1 =
√
hi. Let e denote the minimum even integer such
that he ≤ 216 and o denote the minimum odd integer such that ho ≤ 216. (This
means {he, ho} = {223 , 224}).
For each integer i such that max(e, o) ≥ i ≥ 0 we define two sets of rooted
subtrees of T as follows: If we delete all edges of T that connect vertices at depth
j and j +1 for each j which is a positive integer multiple of 3hi, the tree T gets
decomposed into several vertex disjoint subtrees. We consider each such subtree
as a rooted subtree with its root being the vertex in the subtree of smallest
depth with respect to T . We denote this family of rooted subtrees of T as Ai.
In a similar way, let Bi denote the family of rooted subtrees of T , obtained by
deleting all edges of T that connect vertices at depth j and j+1 for each j such
that j ≡ hi mod 3hi. Let OAi denote the set of edges deleted from T to form Ai
and let OBi denote the set of edges deleted from T to form Bi. Let Li = Ai ∪Bi.
Lemma 6. For each i such that max(e, o) ≥ i ≥ 0:
1. The rooted trees in Li have height at most 3hi.
2. Trees in Ai+1 are subtrees of trees in Ai and trees in Bi+1 are subtrees of
trees in Bi. This is because OAi ⊆ OAi+1 and OBi ⊆ OBi+1.
3. Vertex sets of trees in Ai partition V (T ). Same is the case with Bis.
4. If u and v are two vertices such that duv ≤ hi, then there exist at least one
subtree F ∈ Li such that both u and v belong to V (F ).
7Proof. The first three parts of the lemma follow directly from the definitions.
Here we will prove the last part of the lemma.
Assume that duv ≤ hi in T and let x be the least common ancestor of u
and v in T . Without loss of generality, let dvx ≤ dux ≤ hi. Let F be the tree in
Ai such that x ∈ V (F ) and let r be the root of F . We know that drx ≤ 3hi, by
construction of F . If drx ≤ 2hi, then drv ≤ dru = drx + dxu ≤ 2hi + hi ≤ 3hi
and therefore, v, u ∈ V (F ), by construction.
On the other hand, if drx > 2hi, then ∃y ∈ V (F ) such that dry = hi + 1
and y is on the path from r to x in T . By our construction, y becomes the root
of a tree F ′ ∈ Bi. Since drx ≤ 3hi by construction of F and dry = h+1, we have
dxy = drx − dry < 2hi. This gives duy = dux + dxy < hi + 2hi = 3hi Similarly,
dvy = dvx + dvy < hi + 2hi = 3hi. Therefore, v, u ∈ V (F ′), by construction. ⊓⊔
Definition 3. If T1, T2, . . . , Tk are trees with disjoint vertex sets and for 1 ≤ j ≤
k, Wj : E(Tj) 7→ [−1, 1]d, then a weight-vector assignment W : E(T1)∪E(T2)∪
· · · ∪ E(Tk) 7→ [−1, 1]d can be obtained by assigning W (e) = Wj(e), where Tj
is the tree containing the edge e. Then, W is the weight-vector assignment for
E(T1) ∪ E(T2) ∪ · · · ∪E(Tk) derived from W1,W2, . . . ,Wk.
3.2 A randomized algorithm for constructing the cube
representation
From our definitions, {he, ho} = {223 , 224}. The idea of recursive decomposition
of trees and extending the weight-vector assignments of smaller trees to weight-
vector assignments of bigger trees was used by Krauthgamer et al. [8] to attain
injectivity while embedding the vertices in Zd∞. As we will explain soon, the
same technique helps us to make sure that the hypercubes corresponding to
non-adjacent vertex pairs do not intersect. The algorithm for constructing a
weight-vector assignment for E(T ) that separates every pair of non-adjacent
vertices of T is given below:
1. Using Lemma 5, construct cube representations of dimension t = ⌈22.77 ×
ρ(T )⌉+ 2 for each of the subtrees belonging to Le ∪ Lo.
2. Using the correspondence given in Section 2.1 between cube representations
and weight-vector assignments, for each tree F ∈ Ae∪Be∪Ao∪Bo, compute a
weight-vector assignmentWFe : E(F ) 7→ [−1, 1]t. Notice that
⋃
F∈Ae
E(F ) =
E(T ) \ OAe . Combine the weight-vector assignments of trees in Ae as in
Definition 3 and obtain WAe : E(T ) \OAe 7→ [−1, 1]t. Similarly, obtain WBe :
E(T ) \ OBe 7→ [−1, 1]t from weight-vector assignments of trees in Be, WAo :
E(T ) \ OAo 7→ [−1, 1]t from weight-vector assignments of trees F ∈ Ao and
WBo : E(T ) \OBo 7→ [−1, 1]t from weight-vector assignments of trees in Bo.
3. Set i = max(e, o) and repeat steps 3a to 3d while i > 1.
(a) For each edge uv belonging to E(T ) \ OAi , assign WAi−2(uv) = WAi (uv)
and for each edge uv belonging to E(T )\OBi , assignWBi−2(uv) = WBi (uv).
(b) For each tree F ∈ Ai−2, do the following: For each edge uv of F such
that uv ∈ OAi \OAi−2,WAi−2(uv) is assigned a weight-vector from {−1, 1}t,
8chosen uniformly at random. Now, each edge uv of F has got a weight-
vector under WAi−2. For each vertex v of F , compute S(v) as the sum
of weight-vectors on edges of the path in F from the root of F to v,
as given by WAi−2. For each pair of non-adjacent vertices u and v of F
such that duv ≥ hi−1, check whether ‖S(v)− S(u)‖∞ > 1. Repeat Step
3b, until the above condition becomes true simultaneously for all pair of
non-adjacent vertices u and v of F such that duv ≥ hi−1.
(c) For each tree F ∈ Bi−2, do the following: For each edge uv of F such
that uv ∈ OBi \OBi−2,WBi−2(uv) is assigned a weight-vector from {−1, 1}t,
chosen uniformly at random. Now, each edge uv of F has got a weight-
vector under WBi−2. For each vertex v of F , compute S(v) as the sum
of weight-vectors on edges of the path in F from the root of F to v,
as given by WBi−2. For each pair of non-adjacent vertices u and v of F
such that duv ≥ hi−1, check whether ‖S(v)− S(u)‖∞ > 1. Repeat Step
3c, until the above condition becomes true simultaneously for all pair of
non-adjacent vertices u and v of F such that duv ≥ hi−1.
(d) Set i = i− 1.
4. For each edge uv belonging to E(T )\OA1 , assignW ′A0 (uv) = WA1 (uv) and for
each edge uv belonging to OA1 , assign the all zeros vector to W
′A
0 (uv). Sim-
ilarly, for each edge uv belonging to E(T ) \OB1 , assign W ′B0 (uv) = WB1 (uv)
and for each edge uv belonging to OB1 , assign the all zeros vector toW
′B
0 (uv).
5. Output WA0 ◦WB0 ◦W ′A0 ◦W ′B0 , a weight-vector assignment from E(T ) to
[−1, 1]4t obtained by concatenating the components of weight assignments
WA0 , W
B
0 , W
′A
0 and W
′B
0 together.
Property 2. WA0 ◦WB0 is a separating weight-vector assignment for every non-
adjacent pair of vertices u and v of T such that duv ≤ he or hi−1 ≤ duv ≤ hi−2,
for any even integer i such that e ≥ i ≥ 2. Similarly, W ′A0 ◦W ′B0 is a separating
weight-vector assignment for every non-adjacent pair of vertices u and v of T
such that duv ≤ ho or hi−1 ≤ duv ≤ hi−2, for any odd integer i such that
o ≥ i ≥ 3.
Proof. Let u and v be two non-adjacent vertices in T . If duv ≤ he, by part 4 of
Lemma 6, there exist at least one subtree F ∈ Le such that both u and v belong
to V (F ). In step 2 of the algorithm, we computedWFe from a cube representation
of F , which is a separating weight-vector assignment by the correspondence given
in Lemma 1. If F ∈ Ae, then WFe is one of the weight-vector assignment from
which WAe is derived, and on each edge of the path from u to v in T , the
weight-vector assigned by WAe is the same as the weight-vector assigned by W
F
e .
Since each edge xy of the path from u to v in T belongs to E(T ) \ OAe , in Step
3a the algorithm assigns WAi−2(xy) = W
A
i (xy) for each even integer i where
e ≥ i ≥ 2. Thus, finally we will have WA0 (xy) = WAe (xy) = WFe (xy). Therefore,
by Property 1 it follows that WA0 will be a separating weight-vector assignment
for u and v. By similar reasons, if F ∈ Be,WB0 will be a separating weight-vector
assignment for u and v.
Similarly, if hi−1 ≤ duv ≤ hi−2, for any even integer i such that e ≥ i ≥ 2,
then by part 4 of Lemma 6 there exist at least one subtree F ∈ Li−2 such that
9both u and v belong to V (F ). If F ∈ Ai−2, in step 3a of the algorithm we
would have made sure that WAi−2 is a separating weight-vector assignment for
u and v. As in the earlier case, for each edge xy of the path from u to v in
T , WA0 (xy) = W
A
i−2(xy) and by Property 1, W
A
0 will be a separating weight-
vector assignment for u and v. Similarly, if F ∈ Bi−2, WB0 will be a separating
weight-vector assignment for u and v.
Thus, for every non-adjacent pair of vertices u and v of T such that
duv ≤ he or hi−1 ≤ duv ≤ hi−2 for any even integer i such that e ≥ i ≥ 2 one
of WA0 and W
B
0 is a separating weight-vector assignment, which implies that
WA0 ◦WB0 is a separating weight-vector assignment for u and v.
The proof of the second part of the lemma is similar. If u and v are
non-adjacent pairs of vertices of T such that duv ≤ ho or hi−1 ≤ duv ≤ hi−2,
for any odd integer i such that o ≥ i ≥ 3, then there exist at least one subtree
F ∈ Li−2 such that both u and v belong to V (F ). If F ∈ Ai−2, we getW ′A0 (xy) =
WA1 (xy) =W
A
i−2(xy) and if F ∈ Bi−2, we get W ′B0 (xy) = WB1 (xy) = WBi−2(xy),
for each edge xy of the path from u to v in T . This implies that W ′A0 ◦W ′B0 is a
separating weight-vector assignment for u and v. ⊓⊔
The following is a direct consequence of Property 2.
Theorem 2. W = WA0 ◦WB0 ◦W ′A0 ◦W ′B0 is a separating weight-vector assign-
ment for each non-adjacent pair of vertices u and v of T . Here, W : E(T ) 7→
[−1, 1]4t, where t = ⌈22.77× ρ(T )⌉+ 2.
The following lemma will help us to calculate the expected number of times
the algorithm repeats Step 3b (or 3c) till it obtains a suitable weight-vector
assignment for a tree F ∈ Li−2, where e ≥ i ≥ 2.
Lemma 7. Let i be such that hi ≥ 223 and i ≥ 2. Let Wi : E(T )\OAi 7→ [−1, 1]t,
where t = ⌈22.77 × ρ(T )⌉ + 2 and F ∈ Ai−2. Suppose for each edge uv of
F such that uv ∈ E(T ) \ OAi , we set Wi−2(uv) = Wi(uv) and for each edge
uv of F such that uv ∈ OAi \ OAi−2, we assign Wi−2(uv) to be a vector from
{−1, 1}t chosen independently and uniformly at random. For each vertex v of
F , let SWi−2(v) be the sum of edge weights of the edges belonging to the path from
the root of F to v, as given by Wi−2. Then, with probability at least p = 0.64,
for every pair of non-adjacent vertices u and v of F such that duv ≥ hi−1,
‖SWi−2(v)− SWi−2(u)‖∞ > 1.
Proof. Consider a pair of non-adjacent vertices u and v belonging to the vertex
set of the same rooted subtree F ∈ Ai−2 and duv ≥ hi−1. Let r be the root
of F . Since u and v both belong to the same subtree F ∈ Ai−2, all the edges
in the uv path fall in E(T ) \ OAi−2. Therefore, all the edges in the uv path
get their weight-vectors assigned under Wi−2. But since duv ≥ hi−1 = hi2 and
hi ≥ 28 and each subtree in Ai has height at most 3hi, among the edges in the
uv path, at least hi4 edges should belong to O
A
i \ OAi−2 and got their weights
assigned independently and uniformly at random from {−1, 1}t, as stated in the
lemma. The other edges on the uv path were already assigned values in Wi and
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these values remain the same in Wi−2. Let u = v0, v1, v2, . . . , vq, vq+1 = v be
the path in T between u and v, where vj is the least common ancestor of u
and v in T . Also let Sk denote the kth coordinate function of SWi−2 and W
k
denote the kth coordinate function of Wi−2. By property 1, for each 1 ≤ k ≤ t,
Sk(u)−Sk(v) = Xk+ ck, where Xk =
∑
{0≤i≤j−1 and vivi+1∈OAi−2\O
A
i
}W
k(xy)−∑
{j≤i≤q and vivi+1∈OAi−2\O
A
i
}W
k(xy) and ck ∈ R is a constant, depending on the
weight vectors fixed by Wi for edges in the uv path that belong to E(T ) \ OAi .
Let l be the number of edges in the uv path that belong to E(T ) \OAi .
We will bound the probability that |Sk(v) − Sk(u)| ≤ 1. Note that Xk
is the sum of l iid random variables, each of which is −1 or +1 with equal
probability. Therefore,
Pr(|Sk(v)− Sk(u)| ≤ 1) = Pr(Xk falls in the interval [−c1 − 1,−c1 + 1]
But since Xk can take only integer values and Xk can take at most two possible
values in [−c1 − 1,−c1 + 1] irrespective of whether l is even or odd, because
any interval of length two can contain at most two integers of the same parity.
Therefore, Pr(|Sk(v) − Sk(u)| ≤ 1) ≤ 2( l⌈ l2⌉
)
2−l. Since l ≥ hi4 ≥ 26, using
Sterling’s approximation formula,
Pr(|Sk(v)− Sk(u)| ≤ 1) ≤ 1.61√
l
≤ 1.61√
hi
4
Pr(‖SWi−2 (v)− SWi−2(u)‖∞ ≤ 1) ≤

 1.61√
hi
4


t
Since the height of F is at most 3hi−2, by Lemma 3, there are at most 2(6hi−2+
1)ρ(T ) vertices in Ti and the number of non-adjacent pairs u, v ∈ V (F ) such that
hi−1 ≤ duv ≤ 2× hi−1, is at most 4(6hi−2 + 1)ρ(T ) (2× 2hi−1 + 1)ρ(T ).
For each integer l where 1 ≤ l ≤ log(hi−1), let Pl denote the set consisting
of the non-adjacenct pairs u, v ∈ V (F ) such that 2l−1hi−1 ≤ duv ≤ 2lhi−1.
Using Lemma 3, it is easy to see that for each integer l where 1 ≤ l ≤ log(hi−1),
|Pl| ≤ 4(6hi−2+1)ρ(T )(2l2hi−1+1)ρ(T ). Using similar arguments as given in the
previous paragraph, we also get the following: For each pair (u, v) ∈ Pl,
Pr(‖SWi−2 (v)− SWi−2(u)‖∞ ≤ 1) ≤

 1.61√
(2l−1 × hi4 )


t
Applying union bound,
Pr(∃u, v ∈ V (F ) with duv ≥ hi−1 and ‖SWi−2(v)− SWi−2(u)‖∞ ≤ 1)
11
≤
log(hi−1)∑
l=1
|Pl|

 1.61√
(2l−1 × hi4 )


t
≤
log(hi−1)∑
l=1
4(6hi−2 + 1)
ρ(T )
(
2l2hi−1 + 1
)ρ(T )

 1.61√
(2l−1 × hi4 )


t
≤ 8(6hi−2 + 1)ρ(T ) (2× 2hi−1 + 1)ρ(T )

 1.61√
hi
4


t
≤ 0.33, since t ≥ ⌈22.77× ρ(T )⌉+ 2, hi ≥ 22
3
and hi−2 = h
2
i−1 = h
4
i .
Therefore, with probability at least 0.67, for every pair of non-adjacent vertices
u and v of F such that duv ≥ hi−1, |Swi(v) − Swi(u)| > 1 for some k such that
1 ≤ k ≤ t. ⊓⊔
Lemma 8. The expected number of times the algorithm repeats Step 3b (or 3c)
till it obtains a suitable weight-vector assignment for a tree F ∈ Li−2 is at most
1
0.67 for any i such that e ≥ i ≥ 2.
Theorem 3. For any T , we can compute a 4(⌈22.77× ρ(T )⌉+ 2)-dimensional
cube representation using a randomized algorithm which runs in time polynomial
in expectation. Cubicity of trees can be approximated within a constant factor in
deterministic polynomial time.
Proof. The second part of the theorem follows from the first part, because ρ(T )
is a polynomial time computable function. Since by Lemma 1, in polynomial time
we can construct a d-dimensional cube representation of T from a weight-vector
assignment W : E(T ) 7→ [−1, 1]d, it is enough to show that the randomized
algorithm we described here, for computing a weight-vector assignment W :
E(T ) 7→ [−1, 1]4t, where t = ⌈22.77 × ρ(T )⌉ + 2 runs in time polynomial in
expectation.
In any partition of the rooted tree T into smaller trees, there can be at
most O(n) rooted subtrees. Therefore, by Lemma 5, step 1 of the algorithm runs
in polynomial time. In step 2 of the algorithm, the weight-vector assignments
can be computed in polynomial time, by Lemma 1. The operation in step 2 of
combining the weight assignments on smaller trees as given in Definition 3 can
easily be done in polynomial time. By the definition of the recursive decompo-
sition, Step 3 is executed at most O(log log h) rounds, where h is the height of
the tree T . It is easy to see that the assignments in step 3a can be done in poly-
nomial time. By Lemma 8, for each round of execution of step 3, steps 3b and
3c are repeated only constantly many times in expectation. In each repetition,
the algorithm does only a polynomial time operation. Steps 4 and 5 are simple
assignments, which can be done in polynomial time. ⊓⊔
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4 Conclusions
In this paper, we show that cubicity of trees can be approximated within a
constant factor, in deterministic polynomial time. As far as we know, this is
the first constant factor approximation algorithm known for cubicity of trees.
A corresponding cube representation of the tree can also be computed by a
randomized algorithm which runs in time polynomial in expectation. The basic
techniques for the randomized algorithm are borrowed from the techniques given
by Krauthgamer et al. [8], for approximating the intrinsic dimensionality of trees.
We feel that this is a surprising coincidence because as we have explained in
Appendix, intrinsic dimensionality is quite different from cubicity and neither
the bounds of these parameters nor the proof techniques for these problems
work for each other in general. As far as we know, till now there are no works
connecting the parameters cubicity and intrinsic dimension.
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A Appendix
A.1 Cubicity and intrinsic dimensionality
Let Z denote the set of integers and Zd∞ be the infinite graph with vertex set
Zd and an edge (u, v) for two vertices u and v if and only if ‖u − v‖∞ = 1.
The intrinsic dimensionality of a graph G, dim(G) is the smallest d such that
G can be injectively embedded on to Zd∞. This means that G occurs as a (not
necessarily induced) subgraph of Zd∞.
Though both cubicity and intrinsic dimensionality are parameters related
to graph embeddings, there are several fundamental differences between them.
(1) Injectivity: Intrinsic dimensionality requires the mapping from V (G) to Zd
to be injective. Thus, dense graphs will have relatively high intrinsic dimensional-
ity compared to sparse graphs. A clique on n vertices has intrinsic dimensionality
log2 n. In contrast, the injectivity constraint is absent for cubicity. In a cube rep-
resentation, the hypercubes corresponding to two distinct vertices are permitted
to occupy the same space. Recall that a clique has cubicity zero.
(2) Vertex Positioning: In the case of intrinsic dimensionality, we should map
the vertices of the graph to points in Zd. However, as we saw in the previous sec-
tion, the mappings associated with cubicity are from V (G) to Rd, giving us more
freedom to place the hypercubes corresponding to the vertices. There are some
graphs for which there is a cube representation in R2 even when its vertices have
their neighborhoods different from each other, forcing an injective embedding
from V (G) to R2. For example, we can show that a graph having two cliques on
n vertices and a matching connecting the corresponding pairs of vertices in both
the cliques has cubicity two. Thus, even when cube representations have their
corresponding vertex embedding injective, cubicity can be very low, due to the
flexibility in vertex positioning.
(3) Treatment of non-adjacency and monotonicity: In the case of intrin-
sic dimensionality, it is possible to map even non-adjacent vertices u and v to
points in Zd which are at unit distance from each other. Because of this free-
dom, if a graph has intrinsic dimensionality k, its subgraphs will have intrinsic
dimensionality at most k. Thus, intrinsic dimensionality is monotone, with re-
spect to subgraph relation. In particular, all graphs of n vertices have intrinsic
dimensionality at most that of a clique on n vertices, namely log2 n.
However, in the case of cube representations, we require the hypercubes
corresponding to non-adjacent vertices to be non-intersecting and as we discussed
in Section 2.1, the centers of hypercubes of non-adjacent vertices are required
to be mapped to points in Rd which are at distance strictly more than one. For
this reason, the monotonicity we observed in the case of intrinsic dimensionality
does not happen for cubicity. A clique has cubicity zero, but almost all graphs
on n vertices have cubicity Ω(n) [3].
(4) Parameter value range: As we noted, almost all graphs on n vertices
have cubicity Ω(n). There are graphs on n vertices with cubicity
⌈
2n
3
⌉
. But the
intrinsic dimensionality of a graph on n vertices is at most log2 n.
(5) Good polynomial time approximations: Krauthgamer et al. [8] defined
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a parameter called growth rate of a graph G, defined as
η(G) = sup
{
log |Bv,r|
log r
| v ∈ V (G), r > 1
}
Note that, this parameter is computable in polynomial time and for a graph on
n vertices, the value of this parameter is at most log n. Krauthgamer et al. [8]
showed that for any graph G, its growth rate is a lower bound for its intrinsic
dimensionality. They also showed that dim(G) is O(η(G) log η(G)) in general
and in the special case of trees, dim(G) is O(η(G)). This leads to an O(log logn)
factor approximation algorithm for the intrinsic dimensionality of general graphs
and a constant factor approximation algorithm in the case of trees. For cubicity,
the bound given by Lemma 2 is the only non-trivial polynomial time computable
lower bound known. However, notice that this parameter can only go up to log2 n,
whereas almost all graphs on n vertices have cubicity is Ω(n) [3]. Moreover,
cubicity is known to be inapproximable in polynomial time, within an O(n1−ǫ)
factor for any ǫ > 0, unless NP = ZPP.
Thus, cubicity and intrinsic dimensionality are two graph parameters,
not directly comparable with each other in general. There are graphs for which
cubicity exceeds intrinsic dimensionality, and for some others it is the other way.
Even in the special case of trees, the intrinsic dimension and cubicity can be
different. For example, a star graph K1,n has intrinsic dimension log3(n + 1),
whereas the same graph has cubicity log2 n[9,6].
In spite of all these contrasts between cubicity and intrinsic dimension,
they share an interesting similarity: The injectivity requirement places a lower
bound on the volume required for injectively embedding a graph on to Zd∞
and this is the reason for having growth rate as a lower bound for intrinsic
dimensionality. In the case of cubicity, cubes corresponding to non-adjacent pairs
of vertices need to be non-intersecting, giving a lower bound to the volume
required for placing the cubes. This fact was exploited to obtain the lower bounds
given by Lemma 2 and Theorem 1. In a retrospective analysis, it appears that
this similarity is what helped us to use the techniques developed by Krauthgamer
et al. [8] in developing our algorithm. We will be showing that cubicity of a tree
T is O(ρ(T )).
However, as we noted under item (5) above, this similarity between the
parameters is not powerful enough to be useful in the case of general graphs,
because of the approximation hardness results. The techniques do not seem to
scale up even in other special cases, for example, for graphs without long induced
simple cycles. Using the result obtained for trees, Krauthgamer et al. [8] had
showed that graphs without induced simple cycles of length greater than λ have
intrinsic dimensionality O(η(G) log2(λ + 2)). But we know that even chordal
graphs can have cubicity as high as Ω(n), whereas the lower bound obtained
from Lemma 2 can be at most logn. Moreover, even for split graphs which form
a subclass of chordal graphs, cubicity is known to be NP-hard to approximate
within an O(n1−ǫ) factor for any ǫ > 0, unless NP = ZPP.
